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The temperature dependence of the viscosity, thermal conductivity, and the absorption coefficients of zero 
sound is found on the basis of the Balian-Werthamer state with unity momentum. The calculations are 
carried out by means of the kinetic equation for quasiparticle excitations in the superfluid state, which' was 
found by the u- v transformation method. It is shown that the results obtained depend insignificantly on 
the choice of model and the value of orbital momentum of the Cooper pairs. The temperature dependence 
found is in agreement with the existing experimental data. 

PACS numbers: 67.50.F, 67.80.C 

1. DERIVATION OF THE KINETIC EQUATION 
FOR EXCITATIONS 

The experimentally observed transition to the super
fluid state [1] in He3 is an interesting example of the 
formatio,n of Cooper pairs with nonzero momentum. At 
the present time there are already a number of meas
urements of the kinetic characteristics of the superfluid 
phase: measurement of the viscosity, [2] thermal con
ductivity, [3] damping of zero sound, [4] and the propaga
tion of fourth sound. Is] The experiments have shown the 
existence of two superfluid phases of He3 : phases A and 
B. On the basis of study of the kinetic properties it is 
possible to obtain information on the nature of the spec
trum of excitations and their interactions, and therefore 
the theoretical discussion is of interest. 

In the present work we investigate the properties of 
the B phase of superfluid He3 • We will use as a working 
model the Balian-Werthamer state. [6] To find the kinetic 
coefficients over a wide range of temperatures T ::; 6 0, 
it is possible to use the kinetic equation in which the u-v 
transformation has been used to make the transition to 
quasiparticle creation and annihilation operators. Here 
it is assumed that the following conditions are satisfied 
for the external perturbation: 

(1) 
In the Balian-Werthamer model it is necessary to use 

a generalized u-v transformation: 

the summation is carried out over the repeated spin 
indices s'. The u-v transformation matrix has the form 

u=( uP. vp(liO)o,), 
-v.(lio )0, -Up 

(3) 

where a is the Pauli matrix and k is a unit vector in the 
p direction, 

u.'=lf2(Hs!e) , v.'=I{,(1-s/e), e=(s'+<'1')"', (3') 

The energy ~ is measured from the Fermi surface and 
includes Fermi-liquid effects; the dependence of 6 on 
temperature is the same as in the BCS model [6J : 

l=lgl I (e.~e6.)'" (1-2n.). (4) 

Knowing the Hamiltonian of the interaction in the 
normal state, we can determine the Hamiltonian of the 
interaction of quasiparticles in the superfluid state by 
means of a u-v transformation, and by this means we 
can also determine the collision integral. [7,8] Thus, for 
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the quasiparticle distribution fUnction the following equa
tion is valid: 

on on oB on oB 
-+-:-----=I(n), (5) at or lip lip qr 

For the condition (1) the corrections associated with 
deviation of 6 from equilibrium in Eq. (4) can be neglec
ted. [9J 

Equation (5) permits a solution corresponding to two
liquid hydrodynamics (cf. refs. 10 and 11). We shall seek 
the solution of (5) in the form n = no + n1, where 

no= [ exp ( e+pv;-pvn ) +1 ] -I (6) 

and n1 «no. Use of the conservation laws permits re
duction of Eq. (5) to the form [10] 

no(l-no) {( 1 aT oe)d' (. ) 
I --e-- IV)-pV. 

T T op op 

[ 1 (OT oT) os 1 oe ] , 
+ T -apP+ Ts S e- op -"3 lip p dlv v" 

'liT (ST OS) 1 (oe 1 oe) +- p--e- -- -p.--b,,-p 
T po op 2 op, 3 up 

(7) 

x --+----b .. dlvv. = n •. ( ov., ov.. 2 . )} I( ) 
ox. ox, 3 

Helium-helium and helium-phonon collisions contri
bute to the collision integral. In addition, since most 
experiments are carried out near the melting point of 
He 3, scattering by fluctuation formations of the solid 
phase is also possible. We shall find below an explicit 
form of the collision integral for all of these processes 
and shall determine the temperature dependence of the 
kinetic coefficients. 

2. SCATTERING BY FLUCTUATION FORMATIONS 
OF THE SOLID PHASE 

In view of the low value of surface tension of He3 near 
the melting point, scattering by fluctuation formations 
of the solid phase begins to play an important role. Each 
of these formations is a macroscopic object, i.e., its 
mass M » mlfe and its size R »a (a is the atomic 
size), and therefore the scattering is elastic and class
ical. Since spherical formations of the solid phase have 
the least surface energy, their contribution to the scat
tering will be maximal and we have the following expres
sion valid for the scattering cross section, 

o=ocl=nR'. (8) 
The Hamiltonian of the interaction in the normal state 

for this process has the form 

If' = .E Vp.'ap,lL., •. (9) 
p,p' ,8 
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With the aid of the u -v transformation we go over to the 
Hamiltonian of the interaction in the superfluid state. 
Assuming the matrix element Vpp' isotropic, we find the 
collision transport time: 

where Tti is the transit time in the normal state: 

1/Tr~O) =nvJl'C1. 

(10) 

(11) 

The density n of formations of the solid phase with radius 
R has a Boltzmann distribution: 

n(R)~n,(p, T)exp{-F(R)/T}, 

F(R)~'/,nR'(fso(P, T)-fli(P, T»+4nR'ei; 
(12) 

f is the free energy density. Averaging the transit time 
(11) by means of the distribution (12), near the melting 
point we obtain 

( _1 )~n,(p,T)V'(~)[1- 3[jso(P,T)-fli(P,T)] (~)'f']. 
,;'.': 4ei in T 4nei 

The quantity no(P, T) is closely related to the Lindemann 
melting parameter: 

n,(P, T)-«!!.R')-<!!.R')cr)-"', 

where (AR2) cr corresponds to melting. For an estimate 
of no(P, T) we can use the results of ref. 12. 

Calculating the flux of energy Q and momentum Ilik in 
the usual way, [8, 10J we find the thermal conductivity and 
viscosity due to collisions of helium excitations (a) with 
solid formations (s): 

2 '< (0) 
1< ~_ PI ';t, III (T) a. 3 Jl 2m* t·, 

(14) 

Equations (13) and (14) can be used to estimate the 
values Kas and 1)as also under nonequilibrium conditions 
if we consider n in Eq. (11) as an experimental param
eter. Direct use of Eq. (14) for the viscosity under these 
conditions can lead to an incorrect result, since in the 
principal method of viscosity measurement-the rotating 
disk method-a strong perturbation of the medium occurs. 

3. THE HELIUM-HELIUM INTERACTION 

In the region where fluctuation formation of the solid 
phase can be neglected, the main contribution to the 
collision integral (7) is from helium-helium collisions. 
In estimating the contribution of collisions of helium 
with phonons it is necessary to take into account that the 
ratio of the Fermi velocity to the velocity of sound is 
vF Is -;:; 0.1 (refs. 4, 13, 14), and therefore the ratio of 
the momentum of thermal photons to the Fermi momen
tum is q /PF ~ TVF IEFs -;:; 10-4• If we keep in mind that 
the process n(l - n')N is forbidden by the conservation 
laws, we find that the contribution of collisions of helium 
with photons becomes appreciable only for T 'S 10-4 K 
and in the region 10-4 K ~ T 'S 10-3 K it is not necessary 
to take it into account. 

The Hamiltonian of the helium-helium interaction has 
the form 
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After use of the u-v transformation, each of the terms 
a+a+aa results in 16 terms. Processes corresponding 
to aaaa and a+QI+a+a+ are forbidden by the conservation 
laws. Taking into account the permissible symmetry re
lations leads to the result that in each of the remaining 
three groups a+a+a'QI, aaaa+, and a+QI+QIQI there will be 
24 terms. 

In explicit calculation of the helium-helium collision 
integral we will rest substantially on the fact that all 
properties of superfluid Fermi systems can be formula
ted [9,15, 16J in terms of Green's functions integrated 
over ~. Omitting the cumbersome but essentially 
straightforward calculations, we obtain 

I ~ 2:1 ( mp,.), SS~S e,e,e, de, de, de, S dk, S dli. 
•• PFV 2n' . • (e,'_!!.')'f·(e,2_!!.')'f·(e,'~!!.·)'f. 4n 4n 

x S ~k' 6 (~+~_~_R:.) {'/,M,[(1-n)n,n,n,-n(1-n,) (1-n,) (1-n,)] 
qn PF PF P, p. 

xli (£-£,-£,-£,) +M[n,n, (l-n) (I-n,) - (1-n,) (1-n,) nn,]Ii(e+e,-e,-e,) 

+'ll,[n, (l-n) (i-n,) (1-n,) - (i-n,) Iin,n,]Ii(e+e,+£,-e,)}. 
(16) 

Here 

Vq is the Fermi-liquid scattering amplitude. To obtain 
M2 it is necessary to make the substitution E2 - -E2 in 
M; M1 and M2 differ by the permutation E - El and 
k -k1• 

In the further calculations we will use the fact that 
the BCS relation Tc = 0.57 Ao is valid. Therefore for the 
B phase over the entire temperature region we have I 
A/T <: 3.5 and consequently the quantity no(E) ~ e- E T 
is a small parameter, 

The process (1 - n)n1n2n3 has a threshold E :::: 3A, and 
therefore its contribution to the coefficients of th~rmal 
conduction and first viscosity are of order e-3A/T and 
can be neglected. In the case of thermal conduction the 
correction n1 to the distribution function has the form 

ar 
n,~no(1-no)cose-<p(e,e). (17) ax 

We can assume that rp(E, 0) = const (cf. ref. 16). The 
term pST IPn in Eq. (7) gives a relative contribution 
~T/EF' and need not be taken into account. Eventually 
we obtain: 2n ( T 'v 3 j.' 1 -

%"·""3 ~) :,1 (1+r) e-'·T Vo'r~WT)' 

( !!. ) 'IT!!. { 3 (T T' T') ]'" _ ::= __ _ e-':..1iT _+_+_ 
'T £,. 2 1 l' 21' 
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7 ~ (:!.1 ) y' 4 ~ y' 3.:l 
+-3 Jexp --ohy --dy }+-:-,' J--exP(--.-ChY)dY 

• T 'h!l .) .. eh y I 

""fT~(; l'+~l,)+~l'. 
£F.... .. ~ 

For the condition /j"/T » 1 we have 

In the calculations we have retained only the zero 
harmonic of the amplitude V 0 ~ F~. 

(18) 

For the viscosity we have n1'" P2(COS 8). The process 
nn2fi3(1 - n1) gives a contribution a factor e (/j"/T) times 
smaller than scattering and can be omitted, and there
fore 

(19) 
~ 2.:l /,"" J exp ( -rchy )ychydy; 

o 

for MT» I 1,=e-'4/TTI2~. 

Equations (18) and (19) have been derived for the 
temperature region T ~ /j" 0 with the possibility of their 
future extrapolation to the region T « /j" 0 but not to the 
region T »/j" (T). If we relate Ka and 17a to the corre
sponding values in the normal phase, then the quantity 
IV 01 2 drops out of Eqs. (18) and (19). [8J We note also 
that the choice of the correction in the form n1 ex ~ in 
combination with integration with respect to ~ over the 
region (-00, 00), similar to the procedure [17J in the cal
culations for He 4, would lead to an incorrect result, since 
in the limit /j" - 0 the collision integral would not go 
over to the corresponding expression for the normal 
state. [18J 

Below 'l'c the thermal conduction rises by a factor 
min{e/j"/T, EF/T} and for temperatures e/j"/T » EF/8/j" 
it takes on a dependence Kaa ex T-3/2. The viscosity 
coefficient approaches a constant and in order of magni
tude is the same as in the normal state near T c. Since 
the total thermal conductivity and viscosity are deter
mined by the relations 

x -'-~ ~. -, -, ~ ,-' 
a - ~ "'<l: , T)a = ~ 'l}ai , , 

for T s: 10-4 K the interaction of helium excitations with 
phonons becomes dominant. In view of this Ka and 17 a 
fall off exponentially with temperature as e-/j"/T. Near 
the melting point, if the scattering of helium by forma
tions of the solid phase is dominant (las « laa)' then 
equations (13) and (14) are valid for Ka and 17a. For ex
periments in capillary tubes the rapid rise of the mean 
free path ex e/j,,/T can lead to the result that a dominant 

"'. , 'I. 

r:/~-"('Z 

I 

FIG. I. Temperature dependence of the helium part of the co
efficients of thermal conductivity and first sound (without inclusion 
of "'as and Tlas)· The dashed portion shows the temperature dependence 
in capillary tubes. 
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role is played by collisions with the walls. Then the 
value of the kinetic coefficients decreases roughly by a 
factor de-/j"/T /~ 0 in comparison with (18) and (19) (~o is 
the coherence length and d is the capillary diameter). 

The temperature dependence of the helium part of the 
viscosity and thermal conductivity is shown schematic
ally in Fig. 1. 

4. PHONON VISCOSITY AND THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY , 

For the phonon distribution function the following 
kinetic equation is valid: 

aN aN aHph oN oHph J i ( ~'(KK') ) -+-------=2n _lUI' 1+--- 6(e+e'-w) at ar oq dq or 2 ee' 

xb(p-p' -q) [(N+t) (1-n) (1-n')-Nnn')dT d't' (20) 

+2n J 6(e+e,-e,-e2-w)6(p+p,-p,-p,-q)Jl[nn,(1-n,) (i-n,) (N+1) 

-(i-n) (i-n,)n,n,N)d't d't, d't, d't,. 

The quantity M has a form similar to (16) if by V q we 

understand the corresponding matrix element of the 
helium-phonon interaction. 

We have not taken into account the processes 
n(l - n/)N(l + N/ ) and the phonon-phonon interaction, 
which begin to play an important role only for 
T s: 10-5 K, and also the processe~ n1n2n3N(1 - n), which 
contain an extra small factor e- /j,,! T. In calculation of 
the first viscosity and thermal conductivity it is possible 
to omit also the first term in Eq. (20), since beyond the 
threshold w <: 2/j" it gives a contribution which falls off 
as e- 2/j,,/T .. 

Omitting the standard calculations (cf. ref. 8) and with 
allowance for the fact that the matrix element of the 
helium-phonon interaction has the form lyl2 = IY/12w, we 
obtain 

where wD == PFs is the Debye frequency and 4'>(/j"/T) 

= 311 + % h + 14 • 

First of all let us note a curious fact, that K (Oh) P a 

(21) 

(22) 

~ K~~ ~ liT. Under these same conditions the viscosity 

1)~%a is much less than the helium viscosity: 17~~a 

~ (T/EF)2(vF/s)217~. Below Tc the phonon viscosity and 
thermal conductivity rise rapidly as e2/j"/T and become ' 
dominant (K = Ka + Kph' 17 = 17a + 17ph)o In measurements 
in capillary tube~ the rise in the mean free path accord
ing to a law e2/j"fT leads to the result that scattering by 
the walls of the vessel begins to become important. 
Under these conditions Kph and 17ph begin to fall off with 
further decrease of temperature according to the well 

FIG. 2. Temperature de
pendence of the phonon part of 
the coefficients of thermal conduc
tivity and first sound (the dashed 
portion shows the temperature de
pendence in capillary tubes). 
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known laws Kph'" T 3, l1ph '" T4. Near the melting point 
the mean free path of the phonons can be limited by 
scattering on formations of the solid phase, and here 
Kph and l1ph will drop with temperature as in the scat
tering of phonons by defects. [8J 

The temperature dependence of the phonon kinetic 
coefficients is shown schematically in Fig. 2. 

5. COEFFICIENTS OF SECOND VISCOSITY 

As was shown by Khalatnikov, [10J the two-fluid 
hydrodynamics of a superfluid liquid leads to appearance 
of four second viscosity coefficients. Their physical 
nature is closely related to processes in which a change 
in the total number of Cooper pairs na and phonons Nph 
occurs. Superfluid He3 is a system with an undetermined 
number of excitations and therefore the pair distribution 
function no = [ef/T + 1t1 in equilibrium has a chemical 
potential equal to zero. Under these conditions the 
Khalatnikov method [10J is completely applicable. The 
second viscosity coefficients are expressed in terms of 
the constants of relaxation of the excitations to the 
equilibrium distribution. In the corresponding collision 
integrals it is necessary to substitute the nonequilibrium 
distribution functions 

[ ( 8-11,) ]-1 [( W-Il Ph ) ]-. n = exp ----r- + 1 , N = exp -T- - 1 

and to linearize the collision integrals, using the small
ness of MIT. 

The change in the number of helium excitations 

receives its main contribution from the process 
n1n2n3(1 - n) and therefore 

where 
G(MT) =61,-'1,1" 

~ M 
],= fCh'yexP(-rChY)dY; 

for MT~1 1,= (2nTI31'.),,'e-"'T. 

Correspondingly for phonons the rate of change 

Nph=fph ,(Il,-Ilp') 

receives contributions from the processes 
nn3(1- n1)(1- n2)N and N(l - n)(l- n'): 

f(') ~8n'IV'I'(~)'_1 (mp.)' fj.'ClJ (~) 
ph, 2ns PFV 2n' T ' 

f(')~8 (~)3( mp,) wDIU'I'e-,.ITth (~). 
ph /I 3"[ 2:n:s 211:2 Ep 2T 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

The further course of the calculations coincides com
pletely with ref. 10 and therefore we will limit ourselves 
to presenting the answer: 

~.= __ 1_ an, (n, _ an, S _ an, p) __ 1_ oNp• (Nph _ oN,h S _ oNph p). 
roo iip as flp r,h, iip iiS ap 

1 ( an, an.)' 1 ( iiN,h ON'h)' 
~,=-,- n,,--.-S--.-P +- N .. ---S---p , 

i" dS Clp r ph , as op 
(27) 
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6. SOUND ABSORPTION 

In discussing the question of damping of sound it is 
necessary to distinguish two limiting regions: ~o ~ W 

~ 1/7 (zero sound) and WT « 1 (first sound), where Tis 
the relaxation time. (For W ;G ~ it is necessary to take 
into account the change of ~ with time [9J .) The absorp
tion of zero sound can be discussed as the direct absorp
tion of sound quanta by Cooper excitations. For W ~ ~ 
pair production becomes possible. [19J For the absorp
tion coefficient y we find by means of the first term in 
the collision integral (20) in the region (w - 2~)/~ 
~vF/s 

w'+4fj.' W 

,,(.=aw w'_4fj..th W ' (28) 

In the limit W - 2~ we, like Pokrovskil, [20J arrive at 
the expression 

1.-nm's\U'\'1'. th (t!./2T). (29) 

Another process contributing to sound absorption is 
helium -helium collisions nn3(1- n1)(1 - n2)N: 

1 (mp,.), ( fj. ) 1,-nIV'I'we-OIT(e"IT_1)- __ , 1'.3()J - • 
p,lI 2n T 

(30) 

The function 4>(~/T) was defined in Eq. (21). Thus, for 
1/7 « w « ~ the absorption coefficient of zero sound 
falls off rapidly with temperature as e -2~/T. 

In the absorption of first sound a dominant role is 
played by relaxation processes. For that part of the 
absorption which is due to the first viscosity coefficient, 
as in the normal state, [13J we have the expression 

(31) 

where Ya and Yph are associated with the dissipation for 
helium and phonon excitations, respectively. Equation 
(31) can be obtained from the kinetic equations (7), (16), 
and (20) as was done in ref. 8. 

CONCLUSION 

We see that in calculation of K, 11, and Y only two 
facts are important: the existence of a gap isotropic 
spectrum (3 / ) and the existence of the small parameter 
vF/s. A change in the value of the orbital momentum 
would lead only to a change in the numerical coefficients 
and would only slightly change the temperature depend
ence of the kinetic coefficients. 

Liquid He3 is a system with a strong Fermi-liquid 
interaction. The approximation in which the calculations 
were carried out corresponds to taking into account only 
the zero harmonic F~ ~ V 0, and therefore the results 
will be valid only in order of magnitude. If we assume 
in the excitation energy ~ in Eq. (3') that the mass is 
equal to the effective mass of helium, then further in
clusion of corrections will change the results only insig
nificantly (cf. ref. 21). The explicit form of the left-hand 
side of Eq. (7) is valid for any isotropic interaction, 
since its derivation is based on use of Galilean invar
iance, the conservation laws, and thermodynamic rela
tions. 

In conclusion let us dwell on comparison of our calcu
lations with experiment. Greytak et al. [3J experimentally 
measured the thermal resistance R* == ~T/Q. In tran
sition from the normal state to phase B its value de-

. creased by approximately a factor of 20. A theoretical 
estimate on the basis of Eq. (21) gives a rise of ~ 100 
times. A quantitative difference may lie in the fact that 
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the experiment (3J was carried out in capillary tubes. 
Thus, if we assume that the condition ~ oe2~/T »d 
» ~ oe~/T is satisfied, then K = O!T3 + Kaa (Kaa in ac
cordance with Eq. (18» and rises by approximately 
e 3 ~ 27 times. In addition it is necessary to take into 
account the decrease in ~ and the possibility of fluctua
tion formation of the solid phase. 

The behavior of the viscosity TJ = TJ a + TJph obtained 
in 3 and 4 is in good agreement with the recent experi
ments of Alvesalo et al. [2J Numerical estimates in Eqs. 
(19) and (22) show that for the equality TJa ~ IJph at 
T ~ 1.2 mK it is necessary, however, that the cross 
section for the heiium-helium interaction be substantially 
greater than the cross section for the helium-phonon 
interaction: Y~/PFwDIV/12 ;(: 102-103• The data on sound 
absorption in the normal state in principle permit this 
level to achieved. Simultaneous measurement of the 
thermal conductivity could serve as a proof that just 
TJpha is responsible for the observed rapid rise. [2J 

Under these conditions Kph a » Kaa and the dependence 
(21) is valid. For experiments in capillary tubes the 
following dependence is satisfied, 

11=~T'+n.. for ~.e"/T>d>~oe"T, 

n=~T'+-:;j"" for ~oeA/T>d. 

where i7aa ~ de-Do/TTJaa/~o, and TJaa is defined by Eq. 
(19). 

The damping coefficient of zero sound for w < Do falls 
off rapidly with reduction of the temperature, as 
~e-2~/T. The temperature dependence of the absorp
tion of first sound is determined by Eq. (31). Experi
ments on damping of zero sound [4J refer mainly to the 
A phase, but as the transition temperature to the B 
phase is approached a rapid decrease of the zero-sound 
absorption coefficient has actually been observed. 

The authors recently learned of the work of Pethick 
et al. [22J who calculated Kaa and TJ aa in the T approxi-

tion and of the work of Wall and Houghton [23J who calcu
lated TJ aa for T « ~. 
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